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Preventing Phishing What is Phishing?

What is Phishing?

Probably the most popular internet scam. The criminal 
sends a misleading message to persuade us to make 
something. It usually involves pretending to be 
someone else.



The criminal will try to emotionally manipulate us to 
lower our guard and achieve his/her goal.




Preventing Phishing Potential damage

Potential damage

Criminals could use 
Phishing strategies to 

obtain money

Criminals could use 
Phishing strategies to 

install malware

Criminals could use

Phishing strategies to get 
access to our accounts

Criminals could use

Phishing strategies to get to 

sensitive information



Preventing Phishing How to detect

How to detect

It is possible to detect phishing messages 
based on 3 main aspects:



Analyzing the sender

Analyzing the content

Analyzing the links



Preventing Phishing How to detect | Content

Analyzing the content

If you receive any message with these characteristics, be suspicious:



Warns about possible consequences

Has a sense of urgency

It is misspelled

Ask us to enter sensitive information by unusual means

Request actions bypassing the approvals process

Unexpected attachment



Preventing Phishing How to detect | Sender

Analyzing the sender

Criminals will use suspicious domains, similar to the actual domain of the real company. 
For example, if your company’s domain is stripe.com, an attacker could send emails from:



mike@stripe.con

Instead of .com, the domain ends with .con

mike@stripe-marketing.com

The -marketing is not part of the original domain

stripe@workday-app.com

In this case, the domain is other than stripe.com

Also, if the message was sent via Whatsapp or SMS, take a look at the number, maybe it is from another country. Be suspicious in that case.



Preventing Phishing How to detect | Links

Analyzing the links

Equal to the sender’s email domain case, the attacker could slightly change the 
destination URL to make you feel it’s legit.

stripe.con

Instead of .com, the domain ends with .con

new-policies.stripe.changes.com

In this case, the domain is changes.com, not stripe.com

stripe.internal-email.com

In this case, the domain is internal-email.com, not stripe.com

Always remember that the domain is the last thing before the .com



Case #1 Is it Phishing?

Preventing Phishing Examples

Dear MICHAEL JOHNSON, 
someone suspicious entered 
your Santander bank account 
from Moscow, Russia. It wasn’t 
you? please validate your 
account now by logging in to 
your account on this link

Probably.



This message is written in such a way that 
tricks you into taking an action right away.



To be 100% sure, you could hover on the link 
to discover where it leads.



Case #2 Is it Phishing?

Preventing Phishing Examples

Yes, and here there are 3 clear hints.



Firstly, the way in which it is written.



Then, the sender’s email is not from a legit 
domain.



Lastly, the payment link is very suspicious, 
and it’s not from Microsoft’s domain.




Case #3 Is it Phishing?

Preventing Phishing Examples

Yes, and here there are 3 clear hints.



Firstly, the way in which it is written.



Then, the sender’s email is not from a legit 
domain.



Lastly, the payment link is very suspicious, 
and it’s not from Microsoft’s domain.




Preventing Phishing Possible Phishing Flows

Possible Phishing Flows

You receive a

suspicious message

Does the message

have a code?

Does the message

promise you something?

Does the message

have a link?

You will receive a follow-up message asking for the 
code. Once it sounds legit, you will receive a link to 

their website.

You will receive follow-up messages until it sounds legit.

Then, you will receive a link to their website.

It will lead you to a non-legit site and will ask for 
personal data, such as passwords or credit card 

information.



Preventing Phishing Possible Phishing Flows

Possible Phishing Flows

In summary, all phishing attacks will eventually lead to a non-legit place or website that will ask for your personal data.

Massive generic emails

Traditional Phishing

Phishing via phone call

Vishing

Phishing via SMS

Smishing

Designed specifically to you

Spear Phishing



Preventing Phishing What to do

What to do

Received a suspicious message?

Follow these instructions

 Click on any lin

 Download attachment

 Reply to the message



Dont´s

 Ignore the messag

 Ask your superviso

 Reply to the message person through 

another channe

 Report to infosec team



Do´s



Take cybersecurity to 
the next level


Preventing Phishing Take cybersecurity to the next level

Cyberattacks are at an all-time high. Therefore, making cybersecurity part of the 
development cycle is key for scaling companies.



This goal can be addressed both with continuous education and system testing 
throughout Pentesting (penetration testing).



Preventing Phishing Discover vulnerabilities in your system

Discover vulnerabilities in your system through Pentesting

As your company scales, so does your attack surface. Performing continuous Pentests 
is the best way to find vulnerabilities, and fixing them will prevent being targeted.



Start connecting with world-class Strikers and test your system now.



Preventing Phishing The right Strikers for you

Our Strikers have helped thebiggest 
companies to be secure

Our world-class Strikers’ talent and professionalism have 
been securing the best companies in the world.

Top #100 - All time leaderboard- among others -



Preventing Phishing Your next Pentesting platform

Your next Pentesting platform

Tired of  bureaucracies while preparing 
your Pentesting? 



Strike is a SaaS platform that connects your 
company with Strikers, reports vulnerabilities 
in real time, creates custom reports, and 
much more.


Discover more about Strike

Striker chat

Vulnerabilities

System’s Health

Report

Low Medium High

Full path disclosure in  really long titleHIGH

Full path disclosure in  really long titleLOW

Full path disclosure in  really long titleLOW

For compliance

For CEO

For development team

Generate

Send

Hey

I’ve just found a new vulnerability of


missing authorization

Great! I’ll check it out

Integrate

Slack

Integrate

Jira



Preventing Phishing Pentesting on steroids

Pentesting on steroids

Get amazing products to complement manual Pentesting. Integrate them in your workflow and get the most of Strike.


Get your system continuously scanned to

find common vulnerabilities in no time.

Share the findings with your Strikers to

make your manual pentesting more efficient.

Automated Scans

Get rid of endless paperwork centralizing all

your vulnerabilities in one place. Also, find

quick actionables to address each of them.

Vulnerability Manager



Preventing Phishing Find the right plan for you

Find the right plan for you

Get your cybersecurity needs covered.

From a compliance driven pentest to

securing your systems all year round,

partnering with world-class Strikers is

the solution. 

Power-Shot
Ideal for scaling companies

Quarterly Pentesting plan (standard for 
compliance) starting from

$3,330 /mo

Book a Demo

Assignment of a top quality dedicated Strikers 
based on clients needs

Direct line through slack with the assigned 
Strikers

Personalized onboarding with each pentest

Automated Scans

See all features

FULL FEATURED

Continuous Pentesting
Ideal for enterprises

Yearly plan with recurrent Pentesting and 
premium features starting from

$3,510 /mo.*

Book a Demo

*When billed yearly. $3,900 when billed monthly.

Integrations with Jira and Slack

Continuous Strategic Planning and goal 
setting with our experts

Periodical and customizable pentesting 
reports

Unlimited user accounts

See all features




